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SUMMARY

Technologies to reprogram cell-type specification have revolutionized the fields of regenerative 

medicine and disease modeling. Currently, the selection of fate-determining factors for cell 

reprogramming applications is typically a laborious and low-throughput process. Therefore, we 

use high-throughput pooled CRISPR activation (CRISPRa) screens to systematically map human 

neuronal cell fate regulators. We utilize deactivated Cas9 (dCas9)-based gene activation to target 
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1,496 putative transcription factors (TFs) in the human genome. Using a reporter of neuronal 

commitment, we profile the neurogenic activity of these factors in human pluripotent stem cells 

(PSCs), leading to a curated set of pro-neuronal factors. Activation of pairs of TFs reveals 

neuronal cofactors, including E2F7, RUNX3, and LHX8, that improve conversion efficiency, 

subtype specificity, and maturation of neuronal cell types. Finally, using multiplexed gene 

regulation with orthogonal CRISPR systems, we demonstrate improved neuronal differentiation 

with concurrent activation and repression of target genes, underscoring the power of CRISPR-

based gene regulation for programming complex cellular phenotypes.

Graphical Abstract

In Brief

Black et al. perform pooled CRISPR activation screens to identify factors that regulate neuronal 

fate specification of human pluripotent stem cells. The identified factors improve conversion 

efficiencies and modulate neuronal subtype profiles and maturation. Overall, this approach 

provides a broad framework for programming complex cellular phenotypes.

INTRODUCTION

Transcription factors (TFs) are fundamental for transmitting complex patterns of intrinsic 

and extrinsic signals into dynamic gene expression programs that define cell-type identity. 

Because of their ubiquitous and versatile role across development, homeostasis, and disease, 
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TFs are a common focus for biotechnological applications. For instance, the ectopic 

overexpression of TFs is sufficient to directly reprogram one cell type into another 

(Takahashi and Yamanaka, 2016; Vierbuchen and Wernig, 2011; Xu et al., 2015), defining a 

paradigm to generate clinically relevant cell types for applications in disease modeling, drug 

discovery, and regenerative medicine.

Recent efforts have been made to catalog the set of all putative human TFs and to define 

their tissue-specific expression (Lambert et al., 2018; Vaquerizas et al., 2009). While such a 

catalog provides a useful resource, relatively few TFs have been empirically validated for a 

role in cell fate specification. Furthermore, the selection of fate-determining TFs for cell 

reprogramming applications often relies on approaches that evaluate a small subset of TFs 

(Takahashi and Yamanaka, 2006; Vierbuchen et al., 2010) or use computational models to 

predict optimal TF combinations (D’Alessio et al., 2015; Morris et al., 2014; Rackham et al., 

2016). There remains a need for continued development of high-throughput approaches to 

systematically profile the causal role of TFs in directing cell-type identity.

CRISPR activation (CRISPRa) screens offer a high-throughput approach to profile 

thousands of gain-of-function perturbations in a pooled format (Gilbert et al., 2014; 

Konermann et al., 2015). Genome-wide CRISPRa guide RNA (gRNA) libraries have been 

designed for improved gRNA activity (Horlbeck et al., 2016; Sanson et al., 2018), and 

deactivated Cas9 (dCas9)-based activator platforms have been successfully used for cell fate 

reprogramming in several cell types (Black et al., 2016; Chakraborty et al., 2014; Chavez et 

al., 2015; Kwon et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2018a, 2018b). Additionally, the capacity for 

multiplexing and the orthogonal nature of CRISPR systems enables the study of complex 

genetic interaction networks that govern cell phenotype (Du et al., 2017; Najm et al., 2018). 

Unlike open reading frame (ORF) libraries that have been used to profile TF contributions to 

cell-type identity (Theodorou et al., 2009), CRISPR-based gRNA libraries are more easily 

designed and scaled and are more amenable to testing combinatorial gene interactions and 

interrogating the non-coding genome (Klann et al., 2018; Montalbano et al., 2017; Shen et 

al., 2017). For example, a recent study successfully demonstrated the application of 

CRISPRa screening to uncover genes involved in cell fate determination of mouse 

embryonic stem cells (ESCs) (Liu et al., 2018b).

Recent advancements in the throughput of single-cell genomic technologies have facilitated 

the mapping of neuronal-cell-type diversity in the human brain (Darmanis et al., 2015; Lake 

et al., 2018). In addition to defining an atlas of neuronal subtypes, these studies have 

revealed subtype-specific contributions to human disease (Lake et al., 2018; Skene et al., 

2018). The generation of these neuronal subtypes in vitro at high efficiency and fidelity is 

essential to elucidate the mechanisms governing neurological diseases and develop novel 

therapeutic strategies (Mertens et al., 2016).

Here, we developed a CRISPRa screening approach to profile the contribution of all putative 

human TFs to neuronal cell fate specification of pluripotent stem cells (PSCs). We first 

performed a single-factor screen to identify master regulators of neuronal fate and identified 

many known and previously uncharacterized TFs. We subsequently performed paired gRNA 

screens and identified synergistic and antagonistic TF interactions that enhance or diminish 
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neuronal differentiation, respectively. Importantly, through this method, we have uncovered 

TFs that increase conversion efficiency and modulate neuronal gene expression programs 

influencing subtype specificity and maturation of in-vitro-derived neurons. More generally, 

our study provides a framework for identifying the causal role of cell fate regulators in 

defining any cell type of interest.

RESULTS

Generation of a Human PSC Line for CRISPRa Screening of Neuronal Cell Fate

To enable the enrichment of neuronal cells within a CRISPRa screening framework, we 

inserted a 2A-mCherry sequence into exon 4 of the pan-neuronal marker TUBB3 in a human 

PSC line (Figure S1A). TUBB3 is expressed almost exclusively in neurons and is induced 

early upon the in vitro differentiation and reprogramming of cells to neurons (Busskamp et 

al., 2014; Pang et al., 2011; Vierbuchen et al., 2010). The 2A-mediated ribosomal skipping 

ensures that mCherry serves as a translational reporter of TUBB3 while also mitigating any 

interference with endogenous TUBB3 function that might arise from a direct protein fusion.

To enable efficient and robust targeted gene activation in our TUBB3-P2A-mCherry cell 

line, we used a lentiviral vector to establish a clonal cell line expressing dCas9 fused to a 

VP64 transactivation domain at both its N and C termini (VP64dCas9VP64) under the control 

of the human ubiquitin C promoter (Kabadi et al., 2014). VP64dCas9VP64 has been used 

previously to achieve robust endogenous gene activation sufficient for cell fate 

reprogramming (Black et al., 2016; Chakraborty et al., 2014; Kwon et al., 2020).

To evaluate a CRISPRa approach for neuronal differentiation in our VP64dCas9VP64 

TUBB3–2A-mCherry cell line, we delivered a pool of four lentiviral gRNAs targeting the 

proximal promoter of NEUROG2, a master regulator of neurogenesis sufficient to generate 

neurons from PSCs when overexpressed ectopically or when activated endogenously with 

CRISPRa (Chavez et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2013). After 5 days of gRNA expression, we 

detected upregulation of the target gene NEUROG2, as well as of the early pan-neuronal 

markers NCAM and MAP2 (Figure S1B). Targeted gene activation was only achieved if 

both VP64dCas9VP64 and NEUROG2 gRNAs were co-expressed (Figure S1B).

Following delivery of NEUROG2 gRNAs, we detected 15% mCherry-positive cells relative 

to untreated control cells 6 days after transduction (Figure S1C). To assess the capacity of 

our TUBB3–2A-mCherry reporter cell line to serve as a proxy for a neuronal phenotype, we 

used fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) to isolate the highest and lowest 10% of 

mCherry-expressing cells. The mCherry-high cells had higher mRNA expression levels of 

the mCherry-tagged gene TUBB3, as well as MAP2 (Figure S1D). The TUBB3–2A-
mCherry cells and CRISPRa approach were used in all screens described in this study.

CRISPRa Screen for Master Regulators of Neuronal Cell Fate

To identify a set of neuronal cell fate regulators in an unbiased manner, we performed a 

CRISPRa pooled gRNA screen in the TUBB3–2A-mCherry cell line (Figure 1A). The 

gRNA library consisted of gRNAs targeting a set of putative human TFs (Vaquerizas et al., 

2009). TFs are essential for cell fate specification and have been applied extensively for cell 
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reprogramming and directed differentiation applications (Xu et al., 2015). We selected a set 

of 1,496 TFs and constructed a targeted gRNA library of five gRNAs for each transcription 

start site, extracted from a genome-wide library of optimized CRISPRa gRNAs (Horlbeck et 

al., 2016) (Figure 1B).

The CRISPRa-TF gRNA lentiviral library (named CRISPRa screen TF [CAS-TF]) was 

transduced at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 0.2 and at 550-fold coverage of the library 

to ensure that most cells activated a single TF and to account for the stochastic and often 

inefficient nature of in vitro cell differentiations (Figure 1A). After 5 days of gRNA 

expression, we used FACS to isolate the top and bottom 5% of mCherry-expressing cells 

(Figure 1C) and quantified gRNA abundance with differential expression analysis following 

deep sequencing of the protospacers within each sorted bin. Cells were sorted on day 5 post-

transduction to permit sufficient time for TF expression and induction of the reporter gene 

while limiting the loss of post-mitotic neurons with extended time in culture or through 

passaging. Published examples of induced neurons from TF overexpression often detect 

TUBB3 expression within 5 days (Black et al., 2016; Busskamp et al., 2014; Vierbuchen et 

al., 2010).

Compared to a bulk unsorted population of cells, there were gRNAs significantly enriched in 

the mCherry-high expressing cell bin (false discovery rate [FDR] < 0.01; Figure 1D). We 

observed similar results when comparing mCherry-high- to mCherry-low-expressing cells 

(Figure S2A). A set of 100 scrambled non-targeting gRNAs were unchanged between the 

different cell bins (Figure 1D).

The degree of transcriptional activation achieved with dCas9-based activators can vary 

across a set of gRNAs for a given target gene (Gilbert et al., 2014). As a consequence, we 

expected to observe a mixture of active and inactive gRNAs for most target genes. 

Additionally, off-target gRNA activity could promote false positives by modulating reporter 

gene expression independent of the predicted TF target. To ensure we did not overinterpret 

the results of a single gRNA, TFs were selected as high-confidence hits if they had at least 

two gRNAs significantly enriched in the mCherry-high-expressing cell bin relative to both 

the unsorted and the mCherry-low cell bins (FDR < 0.01). This approach yielded a list of 17 

TFs as candidate neurogenic factors (Figure 1E). The majority of these TFs belonged to 

C2H2 ZF, basic-helix-loop-helix (bHLH), or high-mobility group (HMG)/Sox DNA-binding 

domain families, three of the most abundant families across all human TFs (Lambert et al., 

2018) (Figure 1E).

We analyzed the expression of the 17 candidate neurogenic factors with publicly available 

gene expression data in the developing human brain curated as part of BrainSpan (Miller et 

al., 2014) (http://brainspan.org) We observed that the mean expression of the 17 factors, 

calculated across several anatomical regions and developmental time points of the human 

brain (see STAR Methods), was higher than that of a randomly generated set of 17 TFs 

(Figure 1F).

As a further demonstration of the fidelity of the CAS-TF screen, we observed that three 

well-characterized proneural factors, NEUROD1, NEUROG1, and NEUROG2, each had 
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several gRNAs enriched in mCherry-high-expressing cells, while a random set of five 

scrambled non-targeting gRNAs was unchanged (Figure 1G). A fourth gene with expected 

proneural activity, ASCL1, was not selected as a high-confidence hit based on our stringent 

selection criteria. However, a single ASCL1 gRNA was enriched in the mCherry-high-

expressing cells (Figure S2A), and this gRNA was sufficient to generate mCherry-positive 

cells expressing NCAM and MAP2 (Figures S2B and S2C).

Validations of Candidate Neurogenic TFs

To validate the activity of the candidate neurogenic TFs, we individually tested the most 

enriched gRNA for the 17 TFs identified in the CAS-TF screen. We transduced these gRNAs 

at high MOI into the TUBB3–2A-mCherry cell line and evaluated reporter expression after 4 

days (Figure 2A). All of the gRNAs tested increased the number of mCherry-positive cells 

to varying degrees (from ~2% to ~50%) relative to the delivery of a scrambled non-targeting 

gRNA, although only a subset of 10 factors did so with statistical significance (Figure 2A; α 
= 0.05). To verify CRISPRa activity, we confirmed that all of the TFs were upregulated in 

response to expression of the appropriate gRNA (Figure S3A). The degree of TF induction 

directly correlated with the basal expression level of the target gene, consistent with previous 

reports (Konermann et al., 2015) (Figure S3B).

Further validations of all five gRNAs represented in the CAS-TF library for ATOH1 and 

NR5A1 revealed a direct correlation between the calculated enrichment from the pooled 

screen and the degree of differentiation assessed with reporter gene expression when the 

gRNAs were tested individually (Figure 2B). In some cases, gRNAs that were not 

significantly enriched in the screen were still capable of modest gene activation and neuronal 

induction (Figures S3C and S3D). For instance, a NEUROG2 gRNA was sufficient to 

upregulate NEUROG2, which was paralleled by NCAM and MAP2 induction but was not 

enriched in the CAS-TF screen (Figures S3C and S3D).

Given that we relied on a single reporter gene as a proxy for a neuronal phenotype, we 

expected that the TFs enriched in the CAS-TF screen would include both master regulators 

of neuronal fate sufficient to initiate differentiation, as well as cofactors or downstream 

effectors that only regulate one or a subset of neuronal genes. To clarify these differences 

within our set of candidate factors, we first evaluated the expression of two other neuronal 

markers, NCAM and MAP2, 4 days after gRNA delivery. Several TFs upregulated one or 

both of these markers, while other TFs generated no change or even downregulation (Figure 

2C). For instance, SOX4, which induced one of the largest increases in percent mCherry 

expression at an average of 34%, had no detectable effect on NCAM and MAP2 expression 

(Figures 2A and 2C).

We used immunofluorescence staining to evaluate the presence of neuronal morphologies 

with expression of a subset of the TFs identified in our CAS-TF screen (Figure 2D). To 

ensure robust TF expression and control for differential gRNA activity, we overexpressed 

cDNAs encoding each TF. Several of the factors, including NEUROG3 and NEUROD1, 

generated cells with complex dendritic arborization that stained positively for TUBB3 within 

4 days of expression (Figure 2D). In contrast, many TFs upregulated TUBB3 as expected but 

failed to generate cells with neuronal morphologies. We reasoned that the lack of 
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morphological development in these cells could be attributable to slower differentiation 

kinetics. Other neuronal reprogramming paradigms often require extended culture to achieve 

morphological maturation (Chanda et al., 2014). To account for this, we further cultured the 

cells for 11 days with primary astrocytes and found that with extended culture time, ATOH1, 

ATOH7, and ASCL1 were sufficient to generate cells with complex neuronal morphologies 

that stained positively for MAP2 (Figure 2E). We did not observe similar morphological 

maturation with prolonged culture for KLF7, NR5A1, and OVOL1.

To account for variation in response to expression of these TFs across different PSC lines 

and see if the lack of complete neuronal differentiation for several factors was a cell-line-

specific phenomenon, we also tested KLF7, NR5A1, and OVOL1 in H9 ESCs. We similarly 

observed a clear upregulation of TUBB3 without the development of neuronal morphologies 

(Figure 2F). As expected, NEUROG3 was able to induce rapid differentiation with the 

development of clear neuronal morphologies.

While the 17 high-confidence TF hits had a high validation rate, we suspected that many 

proneural TFs, similar to ASCL1, did not meet our stringent cutoff criteria. In fact, there 

were 109 other TFs that contained at least a single gRNA significantly enriched in the 

mCherry-high-expressing cells but were not called as a hit. To further investigate these TFs, 

we first focused on TFs who shared a subfamily with one of the 17 high-confidence hits. For 

instance, ATOH1 was a high-confidence hit with several enriched gRNAs; however, ATOH7 
and ATOH8 both had only a single enriched gRNA (Figure S2A). When these gRNAs were 

tested individually, ATOH7 and ATOH8 were both sufficient to generate mCherry-positive 

cells expressing NCAM and/or MAP2 (Figures S2B and S2C), indicating that many hits 

with only single enriched gRNAs by this cutoff represent true positives.

In order to more comprehensively validate the activity of these 109 TFs, we performed a 

secondary sub-library screen targeting only these TFs (Figure S4). This screen was 

performed in an identical fashion to the first CAS-TF screen (Figure S4A), but the new sub-

library consisted of an average of 33 gRNAs per TF (Figure S4B). This screen revealed 

additional gRNAs enriched in mCherry-high cells (Figure S4C). However, the majority of 

genes in the sub-library had relatively few enriched gRNAs, similar to a pool of scrambled 

non-targeting gRNAs (Figure S4D). A few genes had over 40% of gRNAs enriched in the 

mCherry-high bin. However, individual validations of these gRNAs revealed mostly subtle 

effects on the mCherry reporter (Figure S4E). This analysis both informs the design of 

robust CRISPRa screens and confirms that our screen design was successful in identifying 

the most robust neurogenic factors.

Paired gRNA Screens Identify Neuronal Cofactors

TFs often function cooperatively to orchestrate gene expression programs (Chronis et al., 

2017). Similarly, TF-mediated cell reprogramming often benefits from the co-expression of 

combinations of TFs to improve conversion efficiencies, maturation, and subtype 

specification (Wapinski et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2017). Because the mechanisms underlying 

the improvements observed with co-expressed TFs are often unknown, and because effective 

cofactors can have minimal activity when expressed alone, it can be challenging to predict 

effective TF cocktails. To address this challenge, we performed pooled screens with pairs of 
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gRNAs to identify combinations of regulators that modulate neuronal differentiation of 

human PSCs.

We hypothesized that some co-regulators of neuronal differentiation would lack detectable 

activity when expressed on their own and thus would not be identified in our initial single-

factor CAS-TF screen. Rather, these cofactors might require pairing with another neurogenic 

factor to reveal their activity. To enable the identification of such TFs, we opted to perform 

screens pairing a validated neurogenic TF identified from the single-factor screen with the 

remaining CAS-TF library (Figure 3A). Two such independent screens were performed with 

a single gRNA for either NEUROG3 (sgNGN3) or ASCL1 (sgASCL1) (Figure 3A). A pair 

of gRNAs was co-expressed on a single lentiviral vector from two independent RNA 

polymerase III promoters in a format adapted from a previous study (Adamson et al., 2016). 

NEUROG3 and ASCL1 were chosen due to their strong neurogenic activity but differing 

kinetics of differentiation (Figures 2D and 2E). The paired screens were performed as 

described for the single-factor screen, with each cell now receiving a single pair of gRNAs.

Due to the constitutive presence of a validated neurogenic factor in each cell, a clear 

mCherry-positive cell population emerged. Because of this basal neurogenic stimulus, in 

addition to the detection of positive cofactors of differentiation, we were also able to readily 

detect negative regulators in the mCherry-low-expressing cells (Figure 3B).

Effective cofactors that enhance conversion efficiency are often shared across different 

neuronal reprogramming paradigms but can contribute to subtype specification in context-

dependent ways (Tsunemoto et al., 2018). Similarly, we hypothesized that many cofactors 

would be shared between NEUROG3 and ASCL1. Consistent with this hypothesis, we 

found that the majority of positive regulators were shared between the two screens (Figure 

3C). However, there were several factors enriched uniquely when combined with either 

NEUROG3 or ASCL1 (Figure 3C). For example, FEV was positively enriched with 

NEUROG3 only, whereas NKX2.2 was positively enriched with ASCL1 only. Importantly, 

both the sgNGN3 and sgASCL1 screens identified TFs that were not observed in the single-

factor CAS-TF screen (Figure S5). Many of these TFs, including LHX6, LHX8, and HMX2, 

are implicated in neuronal development and subtype specification (Flandin et al., 2011; 

Wylie et al., 2010) but have not been extensively characterized for the in vitro generation of 

neurons. A list of all candidate neurogenic factors identified across all three screens can be 

found in Table S1.

The positive hits from the two paired CAS-TF screens encompassed a diverse set of TF 

families (Figure 3D). The majority of these TFs were not expressed or lowly expressed in 

PSCs; however, several factors were more highly expressed (Consortium, 2012) (Figure 3D). 

A set of eight TFs were chosen for further validations. These TFs were predicted to have 

minimal activity on their own but enhanced neurogenic activity when co-expressed with 

NEUROG3 and/or ASCL1 (Figure 3E). While this subset of eight TFs was selected for 

further characterization, there are numerous other candidate factors revealed by the 

CRISPRa paired screens that could be subject to future studies (Table S1).
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All of the TFs tested improved the conversion efficiency to mCherry-positive cells up to 3-

fold when paired with sgNGN3 compared to sgNGN3 co-expressed with a scrambled gRNA 

(Figure 3F). Because sgASCL1 only increased the mCherry reporter to modest levels on its 

own, we chose to use NCAM staining for the gRNA validations for the pairings with this 

gRNA. Only E2F7 and HMX2 had modest effects on NCAM expression on their own 

(Figure 3G). However, several of the TFs significantly increased the neurogenic activity of 

ASCL1, including up to 8-fold for E2F7 (Figure 3G). Consistent with the predicted 

outcomes from the screens, NKX2.2 had a significant effect with ASCL1, but not with 

NEUROG3 (Figures 3E–3G).

Neurogenic TFs Modulate Subtype Specificity and Maturation

Neuronal subtype identity and degree of synaptic maturation are important features defining 

the utility of in-vitro-derived neurons for disease modeling and cell therapy applications. 

Consequently, the development of protocols to improve maturation kinetics and purity of 

neuronal subtypes has been a primary focus in the field. Given the diversity of neurogenic 

TFs identified through our CRISPRa screens and the range of conversion efficiencies 

observed through validation experiments, we reasoned that many of these TFs likely 

influence subtype identity and maturation in distinct ways. To begin to address this question, 

we performed bulk mRNA sequencing to more globally assess the degree of neuronal 

conversion and compare the transcriptional diversity in neuronal populations generated with 

different TFs.

We started by analyzing neurons derived from a single TF. While combinations of TFs often 

enhance the specificity of subtype generation and improve the conversion efficiency and 

maturation kinetics, single TFs can be sufficient to generate functional neurons with subtype 

proclivity (Chanda et al., 2014; Teratani-Ota et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2013). We chose to 

first perform mRNA sequencing on neurons derived from either ATOH1 or NEUROG3 
overexpression (Figure 4). These TFs had some of the highest conversion efficiencies 

determined through validation experiments (Figure 2), which facilitates the isolation of 

sufficient material for sequencing. Additionally, while the neurogenic activity of both 

ATOH1 and NEUROG3 has been confirmed previously (Sagal et al., 2014; Tsunemoto et al., 

2018; Xue et al., 2019), our understanding of the role of ATOH1 and NEUROG3 in in vitro 
neuronal differentiation remains incomplete.

We overexpressed the cDNAs encoding either ATOH1 or NEUROG3, used FACS to purify 

TUBB3-mCherry-positive cells, and performed mRNA sequencing after 7 days of transgene 

expression. Both populations of neurons had over 3,000 genes upregulated relative to the 

starting population of undifferentiated PSCs (Figure 4A). The set of shared genes was 

enriched in Gene Ontology (GO) terms associated with neuronal differentiation and 

development (Figure 4B). Importantly, a set of pan-neuronal genes was highly enriched 

across all replicates for ATOH1 (three replicates) and NEUROG3 (two replicates) relative to 

PSCs (Figure 4C).

Surprisingly, we observed a strong correlation across all detectable genes between ATOH1- 

and NEUROG3-derived neurons, indicating a striking consistency in the induction of the 

core neuronal program and suppression of the pluripotency network (Figure 4D). However, a 
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subset of genes was more highly expressed with either ATOH1 or NEUROG3 (Figure 4D). 

These genes were enriched in GO terms related to glutamatergic activity for NEUROG3 and 

dopaminergic activity for ATOH1 (Figure 4E). Indeed, when we examined a set of markers 

expected of the two neuronal subtypes, we found clear enrichment in dopaminergic markers 

for ATOH1 and glutamatergic markers for NEUROG3 (Figure 4F). While certain canonical 

markers of dopaminergic neurons, such as tyrosine hydroxylase (TH), remained lowly 

expressed, many TFs associated with dopaminergic specification, such as LMX1A, were 

more highly expressed in ATOH1-derived neurons (Figure 4F).

In many cases, combinations of TFs can aid in the precision of neuronal subtype 

specification or enhance conversion efficiency and maturation. We reasoned that the 

cofactors identified in our paired gRNA screens would serve as prime candidates for 

modulating subtype identity and maturation when combined with neurogenic factors 

identified in the single-factor screen. Consequently, we chose to perform mRNA sequencing 

on neurons derived from NEUROG3 alone or in combination with E2F7, RUNX3, or LHX8. 

These three cofactors were preferentially selected due to their substantial influence on 

differentiation efficiency assessed through gRNA validations (Figure 3). We chose 

NEUROG3 due to its defined preference for generating glutamatergic neurons, often 

considered a default subtype. We overexpressed the cDNAs encoding NEUROG3 alone or in 

combination with E2F7, RUNX3, or LHX8 and performed mRNA sequencing after 6 days 

of transgene expression.

Similar to the ATOH1 and NEUROG3 comparison, all TF pairs shared a core set of 

upregulated genes (Figure 5A). However, genes uniquely upregulated with each TF pair 

relative to NEUROG3 alone were enriched in GO terms related to neuronal differentiation 

and development, consistent with the previously measured increase in TUBB3 expression 

and improvements in conversion efficiency with expression of these neuronal cofactors 

(Figure 5B).

Importantly, each TF pair uniquely upregulated genes related to specification and maturation 

of particular neuronal subtypes. For example, the addition of RUNX3 led to an increase in 

expression of NTRK3, encoding the TrkC neutrophin-3 receptor linked to the development 

of proprioceptive dorsal root ganglion neurons (Figure 5C) (Ernsberger, 2009). The addition 

of E2F7 led to an increase in CDKN1A, encoding the p21 cell-cycle regulator involved in 

neuronal fate commitment and morphogenesis (Figure 5D) (Kreis et al., 2019). A subset of 

genes more highly expressed with the addition of LHX8 were enriched in synaptic GO 

(SynGO) (Koopmans et al., 2019) terms associated with synaptic development, a hallmark 

of neuronal maturation (Figure 5E). In agreement with the GO term analysis, a set of genes 

related to synapse development, regulation, and function were clearly upregulated with the 

addition of LHX8 (Figure 5F).

To evaluate if the addition of LHX8 influenced the electrophysiological maturation of 

NEUROG3-derived neurons, we performed patch-clamp recordings of TUBB3–2A-

mCherry-positive cells 7 days after transgene induction. While we did not observe a 

difference in the resting membrane potential (Figure 5G), we did observe a decrease in 

membrane resistance (Figure 5H) and an increase in membrane capacitance (Figure 5I) with 
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the addition of LHX8 relative to NEUROG3 alone. Several metrics of action potential 

maturation were improved with LHX8, including a decrease in firing threshold (Figure 5J), 

an increase in action potential height (Figure 5K), and a decrease in action potential half-

width (Figure 5L). Additionally, neurons with LHX8 fired action potentials at higher 

frequency for a given step depolarization with current injection (Figure 5M) and had a 

higher proportion of recorded cells that fired multiple actions potentials (Figure 5N). Cells 

generated with NEUROG3 alone more frequently failed to fire or only fired a single low-

amplitude action potential (Figure 5N).

Paired gRNA Screens Identify Negative Regulators of Neuronal Fate

The conversion efficiencies achieved with cell reprogramming and differentiation protocols 

often vary depending on the starting and ending cell types (Vierbuchen and Wernig, 2012). 

Generally, more distantly related cell types, or more aged cell lines, are less amenable to 

conversion (Ahlenius et al., 2016). For instance, the reprogramming of astrocytes to neurons 

is often more efficient than that of fibroblasts to neurons, with efficiencies further reduced in 

adult fibroblasts relative to embryonic fibroblasts (Gascón et al., 2017). These discrepancies 

in reprogramming outcomes can in part be explained by variation in gene expression profiles 

and epigenetic states of cells of different type or developmental age (Wapinski et al., 2013). 

Consequently, this cellular context can create a barrier preventing proper TF activity, 

reducing conversion efficiency and fidelity.

High-throughput loss-of-function RNAi screens have been instrumental in the identification 

of molecular barriers preventing cell-type reprogramming and influencing conversion 

efficiencies (Cheloufi et al., 2015). Importantly, ablation of such barriers often results in 

significant improvements in reprogramming outcomes (Cheloufi et al., 2015). Through our 

paired CRISPRa screens, we identified TFs whose activation impeded neuronal 

differentiation (Figures 3B). These candidate negative regulators included several members 

of the HES gene family of canonical neuronal repressors downstream of Notch signaling, in 

addition to many other uncharacterized TFs. A list of all candidate negative regulators 

identified across all three screens can be found in Table S2.

Interestingly, the majority of the negative regulators were shared across the sgNGN3 and 

sgASCL1 screens (Figure 6A). They consisted of a diverse set of TFs across many TF 

families with a wide range of basal expression in ESCs (Consortium, 2012). When tested 

individually with single gRNAs co-expressed with a NEUROG3 gRNA, several of the TFs, 

including HES1 and DMRT1, reduced the percentage of mCherry-positive cells back to 

basal levels (Figure 6B). To prove that this repression was not confined to only the reporter 

gene, we also demonstrated reductions in NCAM expression up to 8-fold with seven of the 

eight repressive factors tested (Figure 6C). We similarly observed repression of neuronal 

differentiation when these factors were tested in H9 human ESCs (hESCs) (Figure 6D). In 

fact, there was a striking correlation between the relative influence of these negative 

regulators in iPSCs versus ESCs (Figure 6E), underscoring the robustness of these effects 

across multiple PSC lines.

We reasoned that some of these identified negative regulators that were expressed basally in 

PSCs may serve as barriers to neuronal conversion, and that their inhibition could improve 
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differentiation efficiency. Cas9 proteins from different bacterial species can be programmed 

for orthogonal gene regulation and epigenetic modification (Esvelt et al., 2013; Gao et al., 

2016). Therefore, we chose to use the orthogonal dSaCas9KRAB (Thakore et al., 2018), 

based on the Cas9 protein from S. aureus, to target the promoters of two negative regulators 

expressed basally in PSCs, ZFP36L1 and HES3 (Figure 6F). Targeting the promoters of 

these genes with dSaCas9KRAB led to transcriptional repression of 10-fold and 4-fold for 

ZFP36L1 and HES3, respectively (Figure S6A).

The use of dSaCas9KRAB for targeted gene repression enables the co-expression of the 

orthogonal VP64dSpCas9VP64 for concurrent activation of a neurogenic factor (Figure 6F). 

TUBB3–2A-mCherry VP64dSpCas9VP64 iPSCs were first transduced with a dSaCas9KRAB 

lentivirus that co-expresses a ZFP36L1, HES3, or scrambled S. aureus gRNA. 9 days after 

transduction of S. aureus gRNAs, cells were transduced with a lentivirus encoding either 

sgNGN3 or sgASCL1 from S. pyogenes and analyzed 4 days after this final transduction. 

Knockdown of ZFP36L1 increased the percent mCherry-positive cells obtained with 

sgNGN3 2-fold relative to a control cell line expressing a scrambled S. aureus gRNA 

(Figure S6B). Similarly, ZFP36L1 knockdown increased the mCherry reporter gene 

expression level 1.2-fold in the NCAM-positive population of differentiating cells obtained 

with sgASCL1 (Figure S6C).

To identify the genome-wide effects of this orthogonal CRISPR-based regulation, we 

performed mRNA sequencing on neurons derived from NGN3 activation concurrent with 

repression of ZFP36L1 or HES3. While knockdown of HES3 resulted in only a few subtle 

changes in gene expression relative to cells that received a scrambled S. aureus gRNA 

(Figure S6D), knockdown of ZFP36L1 led to a significant change in the global gene 

expression profile (Figures 6G and S6E) relative to activation of NGN3 alone. We did also 

observe a subtle increase in expression of NEUROG3 and of the S. pyogenes gRNA, 

quantified by expression of a GFP transgene on the gRNA vector, in ZFP36L1 knockdown 

cells (Figures S6F and S6G). Genes upregulated in neuronal cells with ZFP36L1 knockdown 

were enriched in GO terms related to neuronal differentiation and morphological 

development (Figure 6H). In contrast, genes downregulated with ZFP36L1 knockdown were 

enriched in GO terms related to cell-cycle development and progression (Figure 6H). 

Examples of genes upregulated with ZFP36L1 knockdown include the neuronal TFs 

NEUROD4, INSM1, and OLIG2, as well as genes involved in neuronal morphogenesis, 

including NEFL, NGEF, and NTN1 (Figure 6I).

DISCUSSION

In this study, we systematically profiled 1,496 putative human TFs for their role in 

regulating neuronal differentiation of PSCs through single and paired CRISPRa screens. 

This work underscores the utility of CRISPR-based technologies for perturbing gene 

expression in a high-throughput manner and highlights the robust nature of dCas9-based 

gene activation for studying the causal role of gene expression in complex cellular 

phenotypes.
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The use of an early pan-neuronal marker like TUBB3 as a proxy for a neuronal phenotype 

enabled the identification of a broad set of TFs with varying neurogenic activity. For 

instance, while NEUROG3 was sufficient to rapidly generate neuronal cells within 4 days of 

expression, ATOH7 and ASCL1 required more extended time in culture to achieve a similar 

phenotype (Figures 2D and 2E). It is likely that the addition of cofactors, like those 

identified in our paired gRNA screens, could improve the efficiency and kinetics of 

differentiation as seen with other cell reprogramming studies (Pang et al., 2011). 

Additionally, several TFs, including KLF7, NR5A1, and OVOL1, induced the expression of 

TUBB3 but failed to generate neuronal cells (Figure 2D). These TFs might serve as 

cofactors or downstream regulators that require the co-expression of other neurogenic 

factors to obtain a more complete differentiation. Indeed, many of the TFs identified in the 

single-factor screen were also hits in the paired gRNA screens (Table S1).

We found that several TFs with clear neurogenic activity, including ASCL1 and ATOH7, had 

only a single gRNA enriched in the CAS-TF screen (Figure S2). Because a single enriched 

gRNA could be the result of off-target activity or noise, it is challenging to accurately 

classify these gRNAs. The use of more gRNAs per gene or improved dCas9-based activators 

might help to more accurately define true-positive effects. Indeed, our sub-library screen 

with a greater number of gRNAs per gene revealed several additional candidate hits (Figure 

S4). Further improvements in gRNA design (Sanson et al., 2018) and screen analysis (Daley 

et al., 2018) will continue to make CRISPR-based screens more robust and extensible to 

more complex phenotypes.

Through the use of paired gRNA screens, we identified a set of TFs that improved neuronal 

differentiation efficiency, maturation, and subtype specification. Interestingly, the majority 

of these TFs did not possess neurogenic activity on their own, as assessed in our single-

factor CAS-TF screen. This observation underscores the importance of synergistic TF 

interactions that govern cell differentiation and supports the use of unbiased methods to 

identify these TFs. In our study, we identified E2F7 as improving neuronal conversion 

efficiency (Figures 3F and 3G), possibly due to its known role in inhibiting cell proliferation 

(Westendorp et al., 2012), an important switch in the conversion from proliferative PSCs to 

post-mitotic neurons (Gascón et al., 2017). Additionally, we found that RUNX3 uniquely 

induced subtype-specific receptor gene expression (Figure 5C) and thus could be a useful 

addition to differentiation protocols to more precisely guide neuronal subtype identity. The 

neuronal cofactor LHX8 had a profound influence on markers of neuronal maturation, as 

seen with the enrichment of many synapse-related genes and clear improvements in 

electrophysiological maturation (Figure 5). Functional synapse formation is an essential 

phenotype for in-vitro-derived neurons, and it is often the rate-limiting step (Chanda et al., 

2014). Improving synaptic maturation through TF programming could serve to expedite the 

development of useful neuronal models for disease modeling and drug screening.

Future studies may take advantage of alternative screening modalities to further characterize 

cell-lineage-specifying factors. For example, a more comprehensive list of neuronal TFs 

may have been identified by performing screens that relied on multiple neuronal markers or 

used markers of maturation or subtype identity. Alternatively, rather than assaying for a few 

discrete markers, these screens could be performed with a single-cell RNA-sequencing 
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(scRNA-seq) output to more accurately define the diversity of neuronal phenotypes obtained 

with different TF combinations and benchmark these results against the growing atlas of 

scRNA-seq data from human neurons (Keil et al., 2018; Parekh et al., 2018; Tian et al., 

2019). The TFs identified from the screens in our study serve as prime candidates for sub-

libraries to test in these alternative approaches that may be more limited in the scale of 

library size.

The paired gRNA screens also identified negative regulators of neuronal differentiation. 

Knockdown of one of those TFs, ZFP36L1, was sufficient to improve differentiation, 

leading to global changes in gene expression toward a more differentiated neuronal 

phenotype (Figures 6G–6I). While the effects on differentiation were somewhat modest in 

this example, more dramatic improvements might be seen in cell types that are less 

amenable to conversion, such as adult aged fibroblasts (Ahlenius et al., 2016). Importantly, 

many of the negative regulators identified in our screens are expressed in other cell types 

used for reprogramming studies, such as fibroblasts and astrocytes.

A recent study using CRISPRa screens to identify neuronal regulators in mouse PSCs found 

that overexpression of the epigenetic modifying enzyme Ezh2 was sufficient to generate 

neurons, and it modulated the efficiency of neuronal conversion when paired with other 

neurogenic factors (Liu et al., 2018b). Surprisingly, there was little overlap between the 

neurogenic factors identified in our screen and those determined through the similar study in 

mouse cells (Liu et al., 2018b). While this could be attributable to technical differences in 

experimental approach, it also likely highlights the inherent differences in the plasticity of 

mouse versus human cells. Mouse cells are commonly more amenable to reprogramming, 

often obtaining higher efficiencies of conversion and shortened time to maturation (Pang et 

al., 2011; Vierbuchen et al., 2010). Consequently, human cells often require additional 

factors in order to achieve comparable conversion outcomes to their mouse counterparts 

(Pang et al., 2011).

Additional CRISPRa screens targeting epigenetic modifiers or other gene subsets besides 

TFs will help to further elucidate the extent to which gene activation can modulate neuronal 

cell fate. The continued development of synthetic systems for programmable regulation of 

endogenous gene expression and chromatin state (Erwin et al., 2017; O’Geen et al., 2019), 

and the application of these systems to more complex in vitro and in vivo models (Eguchi et 

al., 2016; Xu and Heller, 2019), will enable studies to more comprehensively define the gene 

networks and epigenetic mechanisms that govern cell fate decisions.

Overall, through this study, we have identified a broad set of TFs that control neuronal fate 

specification in human cells. We hope that this catalog of factors will serve as a basis for the 

development of protocols for the generation of diverse neuronal cell types for applications in 

regenerative medicine and disease modeling. Ultimately, the CRISPRa screening platform 

detailed in this study is extensible to other cell reprogramming paradigms and can facilitate 

the in vitro production of other clinically relevant cell types.
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STAR★METHODS

RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead Contact—Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be 

directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Charles A Gersbach 

(charles.gersbach@duke.edu)

Materials Availability—Plasmids generated in this study have been deposited to Addgene 

(Addgene ID #s 162333–162350).

Data and Code Availability—Raw and processed data for the RNA-sequencing and 

gRNA library sequencing generated in this study have been deposited in the NCBI Gene 

Expression Omnibus under accession number GSE159341.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Cell Culture—Human iPSCs and ESCs were maintained on matrigel (Corning, 354230) 

dishes in mTesR (Stemcell Tech, 85850). For neuronal differentiation experiments, the 

medium was changed to neurogenic medium (DMEM/F-12 Nutrient Mix (GIBCO, 11320), 

1x B-27 serum-free supplement (GIBCO, 17504), 1x N-2 supplement (GIBCO, 17502), and 

25 μg/mL gentamicin (Sigma, G1397)). Human astrocytes (Lonza, CC-2565) were 

maintained in DMEM High Glucose supplemented with 10% FBS (Sigma, F2442) and 1% 

penicillin-streptomycin (GIBCO, 15140122) and transferred to neurogenic medium for co-

culture with iPSC-derived neurons. For lentivirus production, HEK293T cells were cultured 

in DMEM High Glucose supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% penicillin-streptomycin.

Construction of a TUBB3–2A-mCherry pluripotent stem cell line—A human iPS 

cell line (RVR-iPSCs) was used to construct the TUBB3–2A-mCherry reporter line. RVR-

iPSCs were retrovirally reprogrammed from BJ fibroblasts and characterized previously 

(Lee et al., 2012, 2015). To generate the TUBB3–2A-mCherry reporter line, 3 × 106 cells 

were dissociated with Accutase (Stemcell Tech, 7920) and electroporated with 6 μg of 

gRNA-Cas9 expression vector and 3 μg of TUBB3 targeting vector using the P3 Primary 

Cell 4D-Nucleofector Kit (Lonza, V4XP-3032). Transfected cells were plated into a 10 cm 

dish coated with Matrigel (Corning, 354230) in compete mTesR (Stemcell Tech, 85850) 

supplemented with 10 μM Rock Inhibitor (Y-27632, Stemcell Tech, 72304). 24 hours after 

transfection, positive selection began with 1 μg/mL puromycin for 7 days. Following 

selection, cells were transfected with a CMV-CRE recombinase expression vector to remove 

the floxed puromycin selection cassette. Transfected cells were expanded and plated at low 

density for clonal isolation (180 cells/cm2). Resulting clones were mechanically picked and 

expanded and gDNA was extracted using QuickExtract DNA Extraction Solution (Lucigen, 

QE09050) for PCR screening of targeting vector integration. A second round of clonal 

isolation was performed using the same protocol following lentiviral transduction of 
VP64dCas9VP64.
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METHOD DETAILS

Plasmid construction—The lentiviral VP64dCas9VP64 plasmid was generated by 

modifying Addgene plasmid #59791 to replace GFP with the BSD blasticidin resistance 

gene. The lentiviral dSaCas9KRAB plasmid was generated by modifying Addgene plasmid 

#106249 to insert a S. aureus gRNA cassette with a ZFP36L1, HES3 or scrambled non-

targeting gRNA. The gRNA expression plasmid for the single CAS-TF screen was generated 

by modifying Addgene plasmid #83925 to contain an optimized gRNA scaffold (Chen et al., 

2013) and a puromycin resistance gene in place of Bsr. The gRNA expression plasmids for 

the paired CAS-TF screens were generated by further modification of the single gRNA 

expression plasmid to contain an additional gRNA cassette expressing either sgNGN3 or 

sgASCL1 under control of the mU6 Pol III promoter with a modified gRNA scaffold 

described previously (Adamson et al., 2016). Individual gRNAs were ordered as 

oligonucleotides (Integrated DNA Technologies), phosphorylated, hybridized, and cloned 

into the gRNA expression plasmids using BsmBI sites. Protospacers used for individual 

gRNA cloning are listed in Table S3.

The TUBB3 targeting vector was cloned by inserting ~700 bp homology arms (surrounding 

the TUBB3 stop codon), amplified by PCR from genomic DNA of RVR-iPS cells, 

surrounding a P2A–mCherry sequence with a floxed puromycin resistance cassette.

cDNAs encoding TFs were either PCR amplified from cDNA pools or synthesized as 

gBlocks (Integrative DNA Technologies) and cloned into Addgene plasmid #52047 using 

EcoRI and XbaI restriction sites. TetO gene expression was achieved by co-delivery of 

M2rtTA (Addgene #20342). All new plasmids from this study are available via Addgene 

(Addgene ID #s 162333–162350).

Lentiviral production and titration—HEK293T cells were acquired from the American 

Tissue Collection Center (ATCC) and purchased through the Duke University Cell Culture 

Facility. The cells were maintained in DMEM High Glucose supplemented with 10% FBS 

and 1% penicillin-streptomycin and cultured at 37°C with 5% CO2. For lentiviral production 

of the gRNA libraries, VP64dCas9VP64 and dSaCas9KRAB, 4.5 × 106 cells were transfected 

using the calcium phosphate precipitation method (Salmon and Trono, 2007) with 6 μg 

pMD2.G (Addgene #12259), 15 μg psPAX2 (Addgene #12260) and 20 μg of the transfer 

vector. The medium was exchanged 12–14 hours after transfection, and the viral supernatant 

was harvested 24 and 48 hours after this medium change. The viral supernatant was pooled 

and centrifuged at 600g for 10 min, passed through a PVDF 0.45 μm filter (Millipore, 

SLHV033RB) and concentrated to 50x in 1x PBS using Lenti-X Concentrator (Clontech, 

631232) in accordance with the manufacturer’s protocol.

To produce lentivirus for gRNA and cDNA validations, 0.4 × 106 cells were transfected 

using Lipofectamine 3000 (Invitrogen, L3000008) according to the manufacturer’s 

instructions with 200 ng pMD2.G, 600 ng psPAX2, and 200 ng of the transfer vector. The 

medium was exchanged 12–14 hours after transfection, and the viral supernatant was 

harvested 24 and 48 hours after this medium change. The viral supernatant was pooled and 

centrifuged at 600g for 10 min and concentrated to 50x in 1x PBS using Lenti-X 

Concentrator (Clontech, 631232) in accordance with the manufacturer’s protocol.
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The titer of the lentiviral gRNA library pools for the single or paired CAS-TF libraries was 

determined by transducing 6 × 104 cells with serial dilutions of lentivirus and measuring the 

percent GFP expression 4 days after transduction with an Accuri C6 flow cytometer (BD). 

All lentiviral titrations were performed in the TUBB3–2A-mCherry cell line used in the 

CAS-TF single and paired gRNA screens.

CAS-TF gRNA library design and cloning—Putative TFs were selected from a 

previous catalog of human transcription factors (Vaquerizas et al., 2009). A gRNA library 

consisting of 5 gRNAs per TSS targeting 1,496 TFs was extracted from a previous genome-

wide CRISPRa library (Horlbeck et al., 2016). The library included a set of 100 scrambled 

non-targeting gRNAs extracted from the same genome-wide library for a total of 8,435 

gRNAs. The oligonucleotide pool (Custom Array) was PCR amplified and cloned using 

Gibson assembly into the single gRNA expression plasmid for the single CAS-TF screen or 

the dual gRNA expression plasmid for the paired CAS-TF screens with sgASCL1 or 

sgNGN3. The list of TFs and corresponding gRNA library is available for download in Table 

S5.

The sub-library was designed by extracting additional gRNAs from several previously 

published CRISPRa genome-wide libraries (Gilbert et al., 2014; Horlbeck et al., 2016; 

Konermann et al., 2015; Sanson et al., 2018) to obtain an average of 33 gRNAs per gene 

targeting 109 TFs. The library included a set of 300 scrambled non-targeting gRNAs for a 

total of 3,874 gRNAs. The oligonucleotide pool (Twist Bioscience) was PCR amplified and 

cloned into the single gRNA expression plasmid as done with the original CAS-TF library. 

The CAS-TF sub-library is available for download in Table S5.

Single and paired CAS-TF neuronal differentiation screens—Each CAS-TF 

screen was performed in triplicate with independent transductions. For each replicate, 24 × 

106 TUBB3–2A-mCherry VP64dCas9VP64 iPSCs were dissociated using Accutase (Stemcell 

Tech, 7920) and transduced in suspension across five matrigel-coated 15-cm dishes in 

mTesR (Stemcell Tech 85850) supplemented with 10 μM Rock Inhibitor (Y-27632, Stemcell 

Tech, 72304). Cells were transduced at a MOI of 0.2 to obtain one gRNA per cell and ~550-

fold coverage of the CAS-TF gRNA library. The medium was changed to fresh mTesR 

without Rock Inhibitor 18–20 hours after transduction. Antibiotic selection was started 30 

hours after transduction by adding 1 μg/mL puromycin (Sigma, P8833) directly to the plates 

without changing the medium. 48 hours after transduction the medium was changed to 

neurogenic medium (DMEM/F-12 Nutrient Mix (GIBCO, 11320), 1x B-27 serum-free 

supplement (GIBCO, 17504), 1x N-2 supplement (GIBCO, 17502), and 25 μg/mL 

gentamicin (Sigma, G1397)) supplemented with 1 μg/mL puromycin for the remainder of 

the experiment with daily medium changes.

Cells were harvested for sorting 5 days after transduction of the gRNA library for the single 

factor CAS-TF screen and the sgASCL1 paired screen. Cells were harvested 4 days after 

transduction for the sgNGN3 paired screen. Cells were washed once with 1x PBS, 

dissociated using Accutase, filtered through a 30 μm CellTrics filter (Sysmex, 04-004-2326) 

and resuspended in FACS Buffer (0.5% BSA (Sigma, A7906), 2 mM EDTA (Sigma, E7889) 

in PBS). Before sorting, an aliquot of 4.8 × 106 cells was taken to represent a bulk unsorted 
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population. The highest and lowest 5% of cells were sorted based on mCherry expression 

and 4.8 × 106 cells were sorted into each bin. Sorting was done with a SH800 FACS Cell 

Sorter (Sony Biotechnology). After sorting, genomic DNA was harvested with the DNeasy 

Blood and Tissue Kit (QIAGEN, 69506).

Sub-library screen—The CAS-TF sub-library screen was performed in triplicate with 

independent transductions. For each replicate, 9.6 × 106 TUBB3–2A-mCherry 
VP64dCas9VP64 iPSCs were dissociated using Accutase (Stemcell Tech, 7920) and 

transduced in suspension across two matrigel-coated 15-cm dishes in mTesR (Stemcell Tech 

85850) supplemented with 10 μM Rock Inhibitor (Y-27632, Stemcell Tech, 72304). Cells 

were transduced at a MOI of 0.2 to obtain one gRNA per cell and ~495-fold coverage of the 

CAS-TF gRNA sub-library. The medium was changed to fresh mTesR without Rock 

Inhibitor 18–20 hours after transduction. Antibiotic selection was started 30 hours after 

transduction by adding 1 μg/mL puromycin (Sigma, P8833) directly to the plates without 

changing the medium. 48 hours after transduction the medium was changed to neurogenic 

medium (DMEM/F-12 Nutrient Mix (GIBCO, 11320), 1x B-27 serum-free supplement 

(GIBCO, 17504), 1x N-2 supplement (GIBCO, 17502), and 25 μg/mL gentamicin (Sigma, 

G1397)) supplemented with 1 μg/mL puromycin for the remainder of the experiment with 

daily medium changes.

Cells were harvested for sorting 5 days after transduction of the gRNA library. Cells were 

washed once with 1x PBS, dissociated using Accutase, filtered through a 30 μm CellTrics 

filter (Sysmex, 04-004-2326) and resuspended in FACS Buffer (0.5% BSA (Sigma, A7906), 

2 mM EDTA (Sigma, E7889) in PBS). Before sorting, an aliquot of 2 × 106 cells was taken 

to represent a bulk unsorted population. The highest and lowest 5% of cells were sorted 

based on mCherry expression and 2 × 106 cells were sorted into each bin. Sorting was done 

with a SH800 FACS Cell Sorter (Sony Biotechnology). After sorting, genomic DNA was 

harvested with the DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (QIAGEN, 69506).

gRNA library sequencing—The gRNA libraries were amplified from each genomic 

DNA sample across 100 μL PCR reactions using Q5 hot start polymerase (NEB, M0493) 

with 1 μg of genomic DNA per reaction. The PCR amplification was done according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions, using 25 cycles at an annealing temperature of 60°C with the 

following primers:

Fwd: 5′-

AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTACACAATTTCTTGGGTAGTTTGCAGTT

Rev: 5′-CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGAT-(6-bp index sequence)- 

GACTCGGTGCCACTTTTTCAA

The amplified libraries were purified with Agencourt AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter, 

A63881) using double size selection of 0.65 × and then 1 × the original volume to purify the 

282 bp amplicon. Each sample was quantified after purification with the Qubit dsDNA High 

Sensitivity assay kit (Thermo Fisher, Q32854). Samples were pooled and sequenced on a 

MiSeq (Illumina) with 20-bp paired-end sequencing using the following custom read and 

index primers:
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Read1: 5′-GATTTCTTGGCTTTATATATCTTGTGGAAAGGACGAAACACCG

Index: 5′-GCTAGTCCGTTATCAACTTGAAAAAGTGGCACCGAGTC

Read2: 5′-

GTTGATAACGGACTAGCCTTATTTAAACTTGCTATGCTGTTTCCAGCATAGCT

CTTAAAC

In vivo expression comparison—RNA-sequencing data generated as part of the 

Brainspan Developmental Transcriptome Atlas was downloaded (Miller et al., 2014). The 

average expression for the 17 TFs identified in the single-factor CAS-TF screen was 

calculated for each developmental time point and anatomical region listed between 8 and 13 

post conception weeks. A random set of 17 TFs was identically analyzed, and a 

representative comparison is shown in Figure 1F.

gRNA and cDNA validations—The top enriched gRNAs from the screens were cloned 

into the appropriate gRNA expression vector as described previously. The gRNA validations 

were performed similarly as done with the screens, except the transductions were performed 

in 24-well plates and the virus was delivered at high MOI. Cells were harvested for flow 

cytometry or qRT-PCR 4 days after gRNA transduction.

For immunofluorescence staining experiments, the cDNAs encoding the top enriched TFs 

were PCR amplified and cloned into a doxycycline inducible expression vector as described 

previously. Cells were co-transduced in suspension with the indicated TFs along with a 

separate lentivirus encoding the M2rtTA (Addgene #20342) in mTesR supplemented with 10 

μM Rock Inhibitor. Unmodified iPSCs were used for these experiments to enable staining 

with red fluorophores without interference from the mCherry reporter. 18–20 hours after 

transduction, the medium was changed to neurogenic medium supplemented with 0.1 μg/mL 

doxycycline (Sigma, D9891). Staining was done 4 days after transduction as described 

previously. For a subset of the TFs, the TUBB3–2A-mCherry cell line was used to sort off 

the highest mCherry expressing cells 3 days after transduction. The cells were replated onto 

a pre-established monolayer of human astrocytes (Lonza, CC-2565) and cultured for an 

additional 8 days in neurogenic medium before staining. gRNA and cDNA validations in H9 

human embryonic stem cells were performed similarly to those described for iPSCs. A 

polyclonal VP64dCas9VP64 H9 ESC line was established via lentiviral transductions, and 

gRNAs were delivered with a separate lentivirus.

Quantitative RT-PCR—Cells were dissociated with Accutase (StemCell Tech, 7920) and 

centrifuged at 300g for 5 min. Total RNA was isolated using RNeasy Plus (QIAGEN, 

74136) and QIAshredder kits (QIAGEN, 79656). Reverse transcription was carried out on 

0.1 μg total RNA per sample in a 10 μL reaction using the SuperScript VILO Reverse 

Transcription Kit (Invitrogen, 11754). 1.0 μL of cDNA was used per PCR reaction with 

Perfecta SYBR Green Fastmix (Quanta BioSciences, 95072) using the CFX96 Real-Time 

PCR Detection System (Bio-Rad). The amplification efficiencies over the appropriate 

dynamic range of all primers were optimized using dilutions of purified amplicon. All 

amplicon products were verified by gel electrophoresis and melting curve analysis. All qRT-
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PCR results are presented as fold change in RNA normalized to GAPDH expression. 

Primers used in this study can be found in Table S4.

Immunofluorescence staining—Cells were washed briefly with PBS and then fixed 

with 4% paraformaldehyde (Santa Cruz, sc-281692) for 20 minutes at room temperature. 

Cells were washed twice with PBS and then incubated with blocking buffer (10% goat 

serum (Sigma, G6767), 2% BSA (Sigma, A7906) in PBS) for 30 min at room temperature. 

Cells were permeabilized with 0.2% Triton X-100 (Sigma, T8787) for 10 min at room 

temperature. The following primary antibodies were used with incubations for 2 hours at 

room temperature: Mouse anti-TUBB3 (1:1000 dilution, BioLegend, 801201); Rabbit anti-

MAP2 (1:500 dilution, Sigma, AB5622). Cells were washed three times with PBS and then 

incubated with secondary antibody and DAPI (Invitrogen, D3571) in blocking solution for 1 

hour at room temperature. The following secondary antibodies were used: Alexa Fluor 488 

goat anti-mouse (1:500 dilution, Invitrogen, A-11001); Alexa Fluor 594 goat anti-rabbit 

(1:500 dilution, Invitrogen, A-11012). Cells were washed three times with PBS and imaged 

with a Zeiss 780 upright confocal microscope.

For NCAM staining of live cells for gRNA validations, cells were dissociated with Accutase 

(Stemcell Tech, 7920), centrifuged at 300g for 5 min, and resuspended in staining buffer 

(0.5% BSA (Sigma, A7906) and 2 mM EDTA (Sigma, E7889) in PBS) at 10 × 106 cells per 

mL. Mouse anti-CD56 (NCAM, Invitrogen, 12–0567) was added at 0.6 μg per 1 × 106 cells 

and incubated for 30 min at 4°C. Cells were washed with 1 mL staining buffer, centrifuged 

at 300g for 5 min and resuspended in staining buffer for analysis on the SH800 FACS Cell 

Sorter (Sony Biotechnology).

RNA-sequencing with tetO cDNA expression—TUBB3–2A-mCherry iPSCs were 

co-transduced with a lentivirus encoding M2rtTA and the indicated tetO-cDNA. Cells were 

transduced in mTesR with 10 μM Rock Inhibitor. The following day, the medium was 

changed to neurogenic medium (DMEM/F-12 Nutrient Mix (GIBCO, 11320), 1x B-27 

serum-free supplement (GIBCO, 17504), 1x N-2 supplement (GIBCO, 17502), and 25 

μg/mL gentamicin (Sigma, G1397)) supplemented with 0.1 μg/mL doxycycline. Cells were 

sorted after 2 or 3 days of transgene expression using a SH800 FACS Cell Sorter in semi-

purity mode. Sorted cells were replated onto matrigel-coated 24-well plates and cultured in 

neurogenic medium supplemented with 10 ng/mL each of BDNF, GDNF and NT-3 

(PeproTech) until harvest after 6 or 7 days.

Total RNA was extracted using RNeasy Mini Kit (QIAGEN) and 100 ng of RNA was used 

to develop RNA-seq libraries. RNA-sequencing libraries were prepared using the Truseq 

Stranded mRNA kit (Illumina) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. The libraries were 

sequenced on a NextSeq 500 on High Output Mode with 75 bp paired-end reads.

Electrophysiology—TUBB3–2A-mCherry iPSCs were co-transduced with a lentivirus 

encoding M2rtTA and either tetO-NEUROG3 alone or in combination with tetO-LHX8. 

Cells were transduced in mTesR with 10 μM Rock Inhibitor. The following day, the medium 

was changed to neurogenic medium supplemented with 0.1 μg/mL doxycycline. Cells were 

sorted after 3 days of transgene expression using a SH800 FACS Cell Sorter in semi-purity 
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mode. Sorted cells were replated onto matrigel-coated coverslips and cultured in neurogenic 

medium supplemented with 10 ng/mL each of BDNF, GDNF and NT-3 (PeproTech) for the 

remainder of the experiment.

Whole-cell patch-clamp recordings were performed on cultured cells 7 days post-induction 

of transgene expression under a Zeiss Axio Examiner.D1 microscope. To avoid osmotic 

shock, culture media was gradually changed to artificial CSF (aCSF) in a stepwise manner 

over approximately 5 minutes, and then the coverslip was moved to the recording chamber. 

aCSF contained 124mM NaCl, 26mM NaHCO3, 10mM D-glucose, 2mM CaCl2, 3mM KCl, 

1.3mM MgSO4, and 1.25mM NaH2PO4 (310 mOsm/L), and was continuously bubbled at 

room temperature with 95% O2 and 5% CO2. Cells were inspected under a 20x water-

immersion objective using infrared illumination and differential interference contrast optics 

(IR-DIC). The experimenter was blinded to the condition and chose the most 

morphologically complex neurons for recording. Electrodes (4–7 MΩ) were pulled from 

borosilicate glass capillaries using a P-97 puller (Sutter Instrument) and filled with an 

intracellular solution containing 135mM K-methanesulfonate, 8mM NaCl, 10mM HEPES, 

0.3mM EGTA, 4mM MgATP, and 0.3mM Na2GTP (pH 7.3 with KOH, adjusted to 295 

mOsm/L with sucrose). After gigaohm seals were ruptured, membrane resistance was 

measured in voltage-clamp mode with a brief hyperpolarizing pulse, and membrane 

capacitance was estimated from the capacitance compensation circuitry of the amplifier. 

Then, resting membrane potential was recorded in current-clamp mode. Finally, a small 

holding current was applied to adjust the membrane potential to around −60mV, and input-

output curves were generated by injecting increasing amounts of current. Data were 

recorded with a Multiclamp 700B amplifier (Molecular Devices) and digitized at 50kHz 

with a Digidata 1550 (Molecular Devices). Action potential properties were calculated based 

on the first action potential generated using custom MATLAB scripts. Action potentials 

were counted by visual inspection if they had the characteristic two-component rising phase, 

regardless of peak amplitude. All experiments were analyzed blinded to the condition, and 

only recordings which remained stable over the entire period of data collection were used.

Orthogonal CRISPR-based gene regulation—TUBB3–2A-mCherry VP64dCas9VP64 

iPSCs were transduced with an all-in-one dSaCas9KRAB lentivirus (Thakore et al., 2018) 

containing either a ZFP36L1, HES3 or scrambled S. aureus gRNA. After 2 days, antibiotic 

selection was started with 0.5 μg/mL puromycin and cells were cultured for an additional 7 

days in mTesR. After 9 days following transduction with dSaCas9KRAB and S. aureus 
gRNAs, cells were transduced with a lentivirus encoding either sgNGN3 or sgASCL1 and 

switched to neurogenic medium. Cells were harvested 3 days after gRNA transduction for 

mRNA-sequencing and 4 days after gRNA transduction for flow cytometry.

Total RNA was isolated using RNeasy Plus (QIAGEN, 74136) and QIAshredder kits 

(QIAGEN, 79656). Libraries were prepped and sequenced by Genewiz on an Illumina Hiseq 

with 2×150 bp paired-end reads. The mean quality score for the sequencing run was 39.03 

with 94.48% reads ≥ 30. The average number of reads per sample was ~50M reads. mRNA-

sequencing analysis was done as described previously for the tetO cDNA experiments. GFP 

transgene expression was quantified using bowtie2 to align trimmed reads to a custom GFP 
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index generated with the bowtie2-build function. Raw counts were normalized for 

sequencing depth and displayed as relative counts across the three conditions analyzed.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Data processing and enrichment analysis for CRISPRa screens—FASTQ files 

were aligned to custom indexes of the 8,435 protospacers (generated from the bowtie2-build 

function) using Bowtie 2 (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012). Counts for each gRNA were 

extracted and used for further analysis. All enrichment analysis was done with R. Individual 

gRNA enrichment was determined using the DESeq2 (Love et al., 2014) package to 

compare gRNA abundance between high and low, unsorted and low, or unsorted and high 

conditions for each screen. TFs were selected as hits if two or more gRNAs were 

significantly enriched (FDR < 0.01) in the mCherry-high cell bin relative to both the 

unsorted and the mCherry-low cell bins. Table S5 includes raw counts and corresponding 

DESeq2 differential expression results for each screen performed in this study.

RNA-sequencing analysis—Reads were first trimmed using Trimmomatic v0.32 to 

remove adapters and then aligned to GRCh38 using STAR aligner (Dobin et al., 2013). Gene 

counts were obtained with featureCounts from the subread package (version 1.4.6-p4) using 

the comprehensive gene annotation in Gencode v22. Differential expression analysis was 

determined with DESeq2 where gene counts are fitted into negative binomial generalized 

linear models (GLMs) and Wald statistics determine significant hits. Genes were included 

for analysis if at least three samples across all conditions tested had a TPM > 1. Gene 

Ontology analyses were performed using the Gene Ontology Consortium database (2017) 

and Synaptic Gene Ontology Consortium database (Koopmans et al., 2019).

Statistical methods—Statistical analysis was done using GraphPad Prism 7. See figure 

legends for details on specific statistical tests run for each experiment. Statistical 

significance is represented by a star (*) and indicates a computed p value < 0.05.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Highlights

• CRISPRa screens identify factors regulating human neuronal fate 

specification

• Paired gRNA screens reveal synergistic transcription factor interactions

• Identified factors influence conversion rate, subtype profile, and maturation

• Gene regulation with orthogonal CRISPR systems enables improved 

differentiation
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Figure 1. A High-Throughput CRISPRa Screen Identifies Candidate Neurogenic TFs
(A) Schematic representation of a CRISPRa screen for neuronal-fate-determining 

transcription factors (TFs) in human pluripotent stem cells (PSCs). A VP64dCas9VP64 

TUBB3–2A-mCherry reporter cell line was transduced with the CAS-TF pooled lentiviral 

library at an MOI of 0.2 and sorted for mCherry expression via FACS. gRNA abundance in 

each cell bin was measured by deep sequencing, and depleted or enriched gRNAs were 

identified by differential expression analysis.

(B) The CAS-TF gRNA library was extracted from a previous genome-wide CRISPRa 

library (Horlbeck et al., 2016) and consists of 8,435 gRNAs targeting 1,496 putative TFs.

(C) TUBB3–2A-mCherry cells were sorted for the highest and lowest 5% of expressing cells 

based on mCherry signal. A bulk unsorted population of cells was also sampled to establish 

the baseline gRNA distribution.

(D) Differential expression analysis of normalized gRNA counts between the mCherry-high 

and unsorted cell populations. Red data points indicate FDR < 0.01 by differential DESeq2 
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analysis (n = 3 biological replicates). Blue data points indicate a set of 100 scrambled non-

targeting gRNAs.

(E) Analysis of TF family type across the 17 TFs identified in the CAS-TF screen.

(F) Comparison of average gene expression (Miller et al., 2014) across multiple 

developmental time points and anatomical brain regions for the 17 TFs identified in the 

CAS-TF screen and three randomly generated sets of 17 TFs.

(G) The fold change in gRNA abundance from differential expression analysis between 

mCherry-High and mCherry-Low cell populations for all five gRNAs from three known 

proneural TFs compared to a random selection of five scrambled gRNAs. See also Figure 

S1.
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Figure 2. Many Candidate Factors Generate Neuronal Cells from PSCs
(A) Validations of 17 factors for TUBB3–2A-mCherry expression 4 days after transduction 

of gRNAs (*p < 0.05 by global one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post hoc test comparing all 

groups to Scrambled 1, gating set to 1% positive for scrambled gRNAs; n = 3 biological 

replicates; error bars represent SEM).

(B) The relationship between TUBB3–2A-mCherry expression assessed by individual 

validations and the fold change in gRNA abundance from differential expression analysis of 

the library selection for all five gRNAs from ATOH1 and NR5A1.

(C) Validations of 17 factors for the induction of the pan-neuronal markers NCAM (top) and 

MAP2 (bottom) 4 days after transduction of gRNAs (*p < 0.05 by global one-way ANOVA 

with Dunnett’s post hoc test comparing all groups to Scrambled 1; n = 3 biological 

replicates; error bars represent SEM).

(D) Immunofluorescence staining of iPSCs assessing TUBB3 expression 4 days after 

transduction with tetracycline-inducible lentiviral vectors carrying cDNAs encoding the 

indicated factors, or with a M2rtTA-only negative control. Scale bar, 50 μm.

(E) Immunofluorescence staining of iPSCs assessing MAP2 expression with the indicated 

factors after extended co-culture with astrocytes. Scale bar, 50 μm.

(F) Immunofluorescence staining of H9 human ESCs (hESCs) assessing TUBB3 expression 

4 days after transduction of the indicated factors. Scale bar, 50 μm. See also Figures S2–S4.
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Figure 3. Paired gRNA Screens Identify Cofactors of Neuronal Differentiation
(A) Schematic representation of paired CRISPRa screens for neuronal-fate-determining TFs 

in human PSCs. A dual gRNA expression vector was used to co-express a neurogenic factor 

with the CAS-TF gRNA library. Two independent screens were performed with sgASCL1 

and sgNGN3.

(B) A volcano plot of significance (p value) versus fold change in gRNA abundance based 

on differential DESeq2 analysis between mCherry-high and unsorted cell populations for the 

sgNGN3 paired screen. Red data points indicate FDR < 0.001 (n = 3 biological replicates). 

Blue data points indicate a set of 100 scrambled non-targeting gRNAs.

(C) The fold change in gRNA abundance for the sgASCL1 versus sgNGN3 paired screens 

for all positively enriched gRNAs across both screens.
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(D) Analysis of TF family type and basal expression level in PSCs (Consortium, 2012) for 

the positive hits from both paired screens.

(E) The fold change in gRNA abundance for a set of TFs predicted to have no activity 

individually and synergistic activity in the sgASCL1 and sgNGN3 paired screens.

(F and G) Validations of TF cofactors for sgNGN3 with TUBB3–2A-mCherry (F) and 

sgASCL1 with NCAM staining (G).

*p < 0.05 by global one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post hoc test comparing all groups to 

scrambled 1; n = 3 biological replicates; error bars represent SEM. See also Figure S5.
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Figure 4. Transcriptional Diversity of Neurons Generated by Single TFs
(A) Differentially upregulated genes detected in ATOH1 and NEUROG3-derived neurons 

(FDR < 0.01 and log2(fold change) >1 relative to control iPSCs).

(B) Enriched Gene Ontology (GO) terms for the set of 3,000 genes shared and upregulated 

between ATOH1 and NEUROG3.

(C) Expression level (log2(TPM + 1)) of a set of pan-neuronal genes across all replicate 

samples analyzed.

(D) Comparison of all detected genes between ATOH1 and NEUROG3-derived neurons. 

Red and blue circles represent genes differentially expressed with either NEUROG3 or 

ATOH1, respectively.

(E) GO term analysis for markers upregulated uniquely with either NEUROG3 or ATOH1.

(F) Expression level (log2(TPM + 1)) and corresponding Z scores for a set of dopaminergic 

and glutamatergic markers.
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Figure 5. Transcriptional and Functional Maturation of Neurons Generated with Pairs of TFs
(A) Differentially upregulated genes detected in neurons derived from pairs of TFs (FDR < 

0.01 and log2(fold change) > 1 relative to control iPSCs).(B) GO terms enriched in the set of 

differentially upregulated genes with pairs of TFs compared to NEUROG3 alone.

(C and D) Upregulation of (C) NTRK3 and (D) CDKN1A with the addition of RUNX3 or 

E2F7, respectively.

(E) SynGO terms for the set of genes differentially upregulated with the addition of LHX8.

(F) Expression level (bottom: log2(fold change); top: log2(TPM + 1)) for a set of synaptic 

markers.
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(G–I) Average values of membrane properties, including resting membrane potential (Vrest) 

(G), input resistance (Rm) (H), and membrane capacitance (Cm) (I) for day 7 neurons 

generated with NEUROG3 alone or in combination with LHX8.

(J–L) Average values of action potential properties, including action potential threshold 

(APthreshold) (J), action potential height (APheight) (K), and action potential half-width 

(APhalf-width) (L) for day 7 neurons generated with NEUROG3 alone or in combination with 

LHX8.

(M) Average number of action potentials generated with respect to amplitude of injected 

current (*p < 0.05, two-way ANOVA).

(N) Example traces of cells with failed (left), single (middle), or multiple (right) action 

potentials. The corresponding pie chart represents the total fraction of cells analyzed that 

failed to generate an action potential (dark shade), generated a single action potential 

(medium shade), or generated multiple action potentials (light shade) in response to a single 

depolarization current injection.

For (G)–(L), ns, not significant; *p < 0.05, unpaired t test (if data passes normality; alpha = 

0.05) or Mann-Whitney test (if data fails normality; alpha = 0.05); n = 19 cells for 

NEUROG3 alone; n = 22 cells for NEUROG3 + LHX8.
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Figure 6. Paired gRNA Screens Identify Negative Regulators of Neuronal Differentiation
(A) The fold change in gRNA abundance for the sgASCL1 versus sgNGN3 paired screens 

for all negatively enriched gRNAs across both screens.

(B and C) Validations for a subset of TFs measuring percent TUBB3–2A-mCherry-positive 

cells (B) and expression of the pan-neuronal marker NCAM (C) (*p < 0.05 by global one-

way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post hoc test comparing all groups to the sgNGN3 + scrambled 

gRNA condition; n = 3 biological replicates; error bars represent SEM).

(D) Validations of the negative regulators in H9 hESCs.

(E) Comparison of gRNA effects on neuronal differentiation in iPSCs versus ESCs.

(F) Schematic representation of orthogonal gene activation and repression.
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(G) Relative expression of the top 100 variable genes quantified by Z score among all three 

groups tested.

(H) GO terms enriched in the set of differentially expressed genes in sgNGN3-derived 

neurons with ZFP36L1 knockdown.

(I) Example set of differentially expressed genes associated with neuronal differentiation and 

morphological development. See also Figure S6.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE

REAGENT or RESOURCESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

Mouse monoclonal anti-TUBB3 Biolegend Cat#: 801201; RRID: AB_2313773

Rabbit polyclonal anti-MAP2 Millipore Sigma Cat#: AB5622; RRID: AB_91939

Mouse monoclonal anti-CD56 (NCAM) ThermoFisher Cat#: 12-0567; RRID: AB_10598200

Bacterial and Virus Strains

Endura Electrocompetent Cells Endura Cat#: 60242

Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins

Rock Inhibitor (Y-27632) StemCell Tech Cat#: 72304

Puromycin Sigma Cat#: P8833

Gentamicin Sigma Cat#: G1397

BsmBI NEB Cat#: R0739

Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) Sigma Cat#: F2442

Penicillin-Streptomycin ThermoFisher Cat#: 15140122

Lenti-X Concentrator Clontech Cat#: 631232

Lipofectamine 3000 Invitrogen Cat#: L3000008

Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) Sigma Cat#: A7906

EDTA Sigma Cat#: E7889

Q5 High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase NEB Cat#: M0491

Agencourt AMPure XP SPRI beads Beckman Coulter Cat#: A63880

Doxycycline Sigma Cat#: D9891

DAPI ThermoFisher Cat#: D3571

BDNF Peprotech Cat#: 450-02

GDNF Peprotech Cat#: 450-01

NT-3 Peprotech Cat#: 450-03

Critical Commercial Assays

P3 Primary Cell 4D-Nucleofector kit Lonza Cat#: V4XP-3032

QuickExtract DNA Extraction Solution Lucigen Cat#: QE09050

DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit QIAGEN Cat#: 69506

RNeasy Plus Mini Kit QIAGEN Cat#: 74136

Superscript VILO Reverse Transcription Kit Therm Fisher Cat#: 11754

Perfecta SYBR Green Fastmix Kit Quanta BioSciences Cat#: 95072

Truseq Stranded mRNA Kit Illumina Cat#: 20020594

Deposited Data

Pooled CRISPRa screens in TUBB3-2A-mCherry iPSCs This paper GEO: GSE159341

RNA-sequencing samples This paper GEO: GSE159341

Experimental Models: Cell Lines

HEK293T ATCC Cat#: CRL-3216; RRID: CVCL_0063

H9 hESC (WA09) WiCell RRID: CVCL_9773

RVR-iPSC Lee et al., 2012,2015 N/A
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REAGENT or RESOURCESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Human Astrocyte Lonza Cat#: CC-2565

Oligonucleotides

gRNA sequences: See Ta This paper N/A

Primers for qRT-PCR: See Ta This paper N/A

Primers used in Miseq: See Method Detail This paper N/A

Recombinant DNA

pLV_hUbC-dCas9-2xVP64-T2A-BSD This paper Addgene ID: 162333

pLV_hU6-sgRNA_hUbC-dSaCas9-KRAB-T2A-PuroR This paper Addgene ID: 162334

pLV_hU6-gRNA_hUbC-GFP-P2A-PuroR This paper Addgene ID: 162335

pLV_mU6-sgNGN3_hU6-gRNA_hUbC-GFP-P2A-PuroR This paper Addgene ID: 162336

pLV_mU6-sgASCL1_hU6-gRNA_hUbC-GFP-P2A-PuroR This paper Addgene ID: 162337

FUW-M2rtTA Hockemeyer et al., 2008 Addgene ID: 20342

pTet-O-NEUROD1-T2A-PuroR This paper Addgene ID: 162338

pTet-O-NEUROG1-T2A-PuroR This paper Addgene ID: 162339

pTet-O-Ngn2-puro Zhang et al., 2013 Addgene ID: 52047

pTet-O-NEUROG3-T2A-PuroR This paper Addgene ID: 162341

pTet-O-ATOH1-T2A-PuroR This paper Addgene ID: 162342

pTet-O-ATOH7-T2A-PuroR This paper Addgene ID: 162343

pTet-O-NR5A1-T2A-PuroR This paper Addgene ID: 162344

pTet-O-ASCL1-T2A-PuroR This paper Addgene ID: 162345

pTet-O-KLF7-T2A-PuroR This paper Addgene ID: 162346

pTet-O-OVOL1-T2A-PuroR This paper Addgene ID: 162347

pTet-O-E2F7-T2A-PuroR This paper Addgene ID: 162348

pTet-O-RUNX3-T2A-PuroR This paper Addgene ID: 162349

pTet-O-LHX8-T2A-PuroR This paper Addgene ID: 162350

Software and Algorithms

Bowtie 2 Langmead and Salzberg, 2012 N/A

DESeq2 Love et al., 2014 N/A

STAR aligner Dobin et al., 2013 N/A

http://geneontology.org The Gene Ontology Consortium, 2017 N/A
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